The Last Yugoslavia

The

project

addresses

how

Modern

Serbians

interpret the landscape in both generic 'national'
landscapes and specific places carry with them
immense symbolic meanings and form essential
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elements in 'nationalizing' strategies.

Methods
Using behavioral counter mapping of the former
Yugoslavia,

my

project

explores

the

territory's

history and present that will be re-reading and
critically

understanding

the

current

landscape

and geographic composition of Serbian cities to
document and construct a new national identity
in the modern era.
The

project

examines

city

planning,

Brutalism

architecture, and land formation to construct a

ć

new national image (Kuli , 2019).

Brutalism:

Historic socialist glory preserved in the architecture. I utilize

the physicality of the budlings and their historical significance (such as
Hotel Jugoslavija) to meditate the how I perceive myself through physical
place.

Behavioural Counter Mapping:
formed

Yugoslavia

show

us

how

Topographic
roote

mountain

representation

of

ranges
the

that

current

landscape while redefining and creating a new identity for those who
live in a former-socialist Yugoslavia.

Man has created and redefined the territory over and over again. The application of this countermapping methodology makes those who live in the current region question their past national
identity with the current modern society. This juxtaposition creates a liminal experience in the
naming process, as the former nation’s presence is still felt but, the environment has changed.
Yugoslavia had slippage into Serbia, so what does that mean? It means that it creates a divide in
Yugoslavia versus Serbia two distinct nations but the same region and the same buildings.
When we are trying to form a self-identity in a region of constant flux between past and presence
it makes it rather difficult since it becomes a conflict of words opposing our places.
My artistic approach renders these elements that represent the Serbian counter-territory and
develops an in-depth understanding of the current Serbian relationship with the environment and
societal feeling while raising awareness and fostering the new national identity.

